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Abstract - L this paper a robotic manipulator system is 
presented. which uses tisual feedback to control both the 
p i t i o a  and orientation of the manipulator. In this system, 
birual data from the camere are directly used in the servo 
control process of the manipulator, without the calculations of 
the invene kinematics. This approach is achieved by the use of 
an artificial neural network (ANN) to learn the relationship 
between the position 81 the orientation of the manipulator and 
the joint angles. As there is no pre-stoied' parameters of the 
manipulator, the system is adaptable to slight changes in the 
kinematics of the manipulator or the working environment. 
Hence, this technique should able to extend the application of 
robotic technology in some special industrial areas. The results 
of computer simulations of this system is also presented in the 
paper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, systems which integrate both visual 
sensors and robots together have received a lot of attention, 
especially in the field of intelligent robots 111 12) 131. This 
type of systems can cope with many problems whch limit 
applications of current robots. In this paper. a control 
scheme for robotlc marupulator system will be presented. 
\\luch makes use of \isual information to position and 
onentate the endeffector with respect to a target object. And 
an m c i a l  neural network (ANN) is used as a core part of 
the control. 

In the control scheme, a camera is mounted on the end- 
effector of the manipulator. The camera captures the image 
of the target object, as Seen from the endeffector, when the 
endeffector moves. This image is termed as 'current image'. 
The positlon and the orientation of the target object with 
respect to the base of the robot are assumed to be unknown 
in advance. but the gven desired position and orientation of 
the endeffector with respea to the target object are 
'measured'. The 'measurements' are in terms of a visual 
image of the target object as Seen from the endeffector, 
when endeffector is located at the gven desired position and 
orientation with respect to the target object. This visual 
image is termed as 'target image' 

The control scheme then derives manipulator command 
signals by comparisons between the 'target image' and the 
'current image'. The scheme chrectly integrates visual data 
into the servoing process without subdi\ichng the process 
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into determination of object position and orientation, and 
inverse kinematic calculations. This scheme is made possible 
by using an artificial neural network (ANN) to learn the 
relationships between the suitable manipulator commands 
and results of the visual comparisons between the target 
image and the current image. 

The learning process of the ANN is arranged to be in 
unsupervised mode. In the learning phase, small random 
movement commands are sent by the controller and executed 
by the manipulator. The changes between the current images 
before and after each small manipulator movement are used 
as inputs to train the ANN, while the corresponding 
movement commands are the corresponding desired outputs 
of the ANN. After sufficient self-training, the system may 
enter into a execution phase with the differences between the 
current image and target image as the inputs of the ANN. 
Then the ANN gives the desired manipulator movement 
commands. Self-learning could be continued during the 
execution phase and/or re-initiated after a period of 
execution phase. 

This system is suitable for industrial applications where 
repetitive movements of manipulator are required, but there 
are slight differences in each time. Such as the starting 
positions andor orientations of the endeffector with 
respectlve to the final position / orientation are different in 
each time. Or the kinematics of the manipulator changes 
slightly in each time due to the loading effect or a flexible 
member in the structure of the manipulator. For these kinds 
of applications, the learning time and learning efforts 
required will decrease, as the manipulator executes more and 
more. 

11. SCHEME OF CONTROL 

The simulated system is assumed to work in the 
following situation. There are many objects (all are basically 
identical) come into the working area of the manipulator, 
one at a time. When an object comes in. its orientation and 
position relative to the robot is completely arbitrary. The 
manipulator is then required to move the endeffector to a 
designated position and orientation (the target position and 
orientation) relative to the object, before any other operations 
can be done (for instance, drill a hole on a specific location 
of the object or grip the object). Fig. 1 illustrates this 
situation. 
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End-effector I 

/ / I  Working space 

Fig. 1 : The situation under wmideration 

The camera mounted on the endeffector takes a visual 
image (the 'current images') of the target object when the 
robotic manipulator moves. There are visual cues on each of 
the target object which are used to identify some specified 
points on the target object. In order to solve the ambiguous 
problem of position and orientation, the number of visual 
cues on the target object should be at least four, and they 
should not be coplanar, geometrically [4]. Different colours 
may be used for each of the visual cues, in order to 
distinguish them from one and the other. If there are four 
visual cues, the natural choice is a set of the three primary 
colours (red, yellow and blue) plus white, each colour is for 
each of the four cues. Any simple algorithm (for instant, 
simple convolution and threholding operations) can be used 
to extract the coordinate pairs of these visual cues on the 
visual image from video signals of the camera. Such video 
preprocessing will not be addressed in this paper. 

An example of a 'current image' is shown in Fig. 2. In 
this example, it is assumed that there are four visual cues on 
the object. The points of the visual cues on the 'current 
image' is denoted by, pn, and with coordinate pairs of (xn, 
yn), n = 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

Fig. 2. An example of current image of an object for 

the camera 

The required target position and orientation of the end- 
effector with respect to the object is expressed to the system 
in form of the coordinate pairs .of the visual cues on the 
visual image when the endeffector is at the target position. 
Hence, one of the ways to input the information of the target 
position into the system is simply move the endeffector 
manually to the target position and let the camera to take an 
image of object (called the 'target image'). An example of 
such a 'target image' of that of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The 
points of the visual cues on the 'target image' is denoted by, 
Pn, and with coordinate pairs of UC,, Y,,), n = 1,2, 3, or 4. 

The ANN is used here to generate a set of suitable 
commands to the manipulator, in form of changes in the 
joint angles (A81 to A86), to move the endeffector to the 
Itsget position' (it is assumed the manipulator has six 
degrees of freedom). Hence the block diagram of the system 
can be expressed as that shown in Fig. 4. 

In this paper, we will present a simulation study of such a 
system for a robotic manipulator with only three joints, 
hence the outputs of the ANN are the changes required in 
the three joint angles, A81, A82 and A83. 

111. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

The ANN is a three-layer back-propagation network. The 
number of nodes in the hidden layer is 12. The number of 
inputs to the "is eight, they are the differences of the 
coordinate values between PI to p 4  and PI to P4, (Ax,, Ay,, 
with i = 1, 2, 3 and 4). That is, 

A x . = X . - x .  and A y . = y . -  . (1) 1 I YI, I I I' 

with i = 1 ,2 ,3  and4. 

While the number of output nodes is three, and the 
outputs are the commands to the joint motors, A81, A82 and 
A83. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the ANN used. 

The ANN is simulated by a software program written in 
Borland C++ version 4 running on a P-5 ,100 MHz, based 
computer. 

3 '(x3 J y3 

Fig. 3. An example oftarget image of an object for 

the camera 
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Fig 4 The block diagram of the system 

9 % ils N2 % Ay3 h4 *y4 

Where&; =3 - xi and A$ =?- yi  

withi =1, 2, 3, and 4. 

The Learning Phase 

The learning of the system occurs by a sequence of trial 
movements without the need of an external supexvisor. The 
ANN learns the relationship between the changes in joint 
angles and the changes in the coordinate values of the visual 
cue points by sending commands of small random joint 
angle movement (A8*1, AO*2 and AO*3) to the manipulator. 
Then the system observes the changes of the location of the 
cue points (Axj and Ayj) on the visual images. These values 
of Axi and Ayi are subsequently fed into the ANN and the 
ANN adjusts its weights to minimize the errors, E, whch are 
the differences between its outputs and the actual changes in 
the joints angles. That is, 

(2) ~j = (AOj - AO*,), 

i = 1,2,3 and 4 

The processes of tlus learning phase are represented 

More details on the learning algorithm will be presented 
dlagramatically in Fig. 6. 

.i the next section 

Random 
joint angle 
commands 

Learning 

The robotic 
manipulator The ANN 

under training 

(Camera I 1 mode 

I image pre-processing J I 
\ / I 

I A x .  , A y .  

Fig  5 Thc d a d  neural netwirk used Fig. 6. The leaming phase of the ANN 
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The Execution Phase IV. LEARNING ALGORITHM 

During the execution phase, coordinate pairs of the cue 
points p l  to p4 on the 'current image' and those in the 'target 
image' (PI to P q  are compared and their differences (Ax,, 
Ay,) are fed into the ANN. The outputs of the ANN are then 
supposed to be the required joint angle movements which 
will bring the endeffector to the 'target position'. These joint 
angle commands are then fed into the motor controller of the 
robotic manipulator. At the end of the command, the system 
will check the new values of ( h i ,  Ayi) again. The above 
steps are repeated until the 'total error', E, are within an 
acceptable range. The 'total error' is defined as the root- 
mean-square value of the eight values of Ax, and Ay,. That 
is, 

(3) 

The processes of this execution phase are represented 
diagramatically in Fig. 7. 

During the execution phase, the self learning can still be 
carried out in parallel, as the ANN can use the observed 
values of ( h i ,  Ay,) and its accumulated output values of AOi, 
as the training set. The system may be required to re-enter 
into the learning phase (obviously, at another initial 
position) at the middle of an execution phase, if it finds itself 
is at a total loss. 

The robotic 
manipulator 

Target image LZ-7 
r I I I I  Camera & I image preprocessing - I 
L 

Fig. 7. me execution phase of the ANN 

The back-propagation with steepestdescent learning 
procedure [5 ]  [6] is used in the training phase of the ANN. 
At each step of learning, the weights are adjusted in the 
direction (within the weight space) in which the output 
errors reduces most rapidly. That is 

AW = - p  VJ(W),  (4) 

where, w is the vector of weights, 
Aw is the change in the weight vector, 
p is the learning-rate parameter, 
J(w) is the error function to be minimized, 

V is the gradient operator. 
and 

The gradient V J(w) is the vector of the first partial 
derivatives of J(w) in the weight space: 

Momentum terms are added in the algorithm to prevent 
local minima of the J(w) function in the weight space. 

The J(w) function in a step of learning is the mean 
square error of all the root-mean-square values of E ~ .  The 
initial values of the weights are randomly generated. In each 
step of learning, the weights are adjusted after all the 
patterns of the training set are presented to the system. 

V. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS 

Simulation results for a robotic manipulator with three 
degrees of freedom are presented here. The target object is a 
tetrahedron, with a cue point at each of the four comers. A 
training set of 50 random small joint angle movements (less 
than I O  degrees in each of the joint angles) are used to train 
the ANN. The typical learning curve resulted is shown in 
Fig. 8. It can be seen that the average error is less than 0.05 
after 10,000 steps of learning, and it is further reduced to 
about 0.01 after 30,000 steps of learning. Hence the amount 
of learning time required depends of the accuracy set. 

In the simulation of the execution phase, very satisfactory 
results are achieved when the target position are in the 
neighborhood of the initial position (within 10 degrees of 
movement in each joint angle). The target position can be 
reached in one single execution. 

Fig. 9 shows the typical results in a execution phase, in 
which relatively large joint angle movements are involved. 
The target image is not closely achieved after the first set of 
joint angle movements are executed. However, after the 
fourth set of movements, the target position is very closely 
reached, with 'total error' (E) less than 0.01 (assume the 
'camera screen' is of the dimension 2 x 2). 
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S b p s  of learning 

Fig. 8. The leaming curve of the ANN 

Initial 'current image' 
e1 = 0.0, 
e2 = 30, 
e3 = 60. 

'Target image' 
e1 = 3.256. 
e 2 =  15.521, 
e3 = 32.329. 
Dotted lines represent 
the current image after 
the first set of joint 
movements. 

The target image' IS very closely achieved affer the fourth 
set of joint movements 

Fig 9 Results of the "prvr cunulWats of the svst~n 

The reason of why the target positlon cannot be achleved 
in first execuaon IS that, the joint angles in the trzuIllng set 
are small (less than 10 degrees) in order to Imer the number 
of patterns in the set, hence reduce the " n g  tlme 
Therefore, when in the cases where large angle mo\ements 

are reqwred. the outputs of the ANN are not as accurate as 
in the training situation. Hence this is a compromise between 
the scope of joint angle coverage and the training time. In 
most of the applications, it is the authors' view that this 
compromise is acceptable. Hence the simulations are 
considered as successful. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a control scheme, of robotic manipulators 
based on visual feedback and artificial neural network is 
presented. In-the scheme, the complex and non-linear 
relationships between the visual data and the joint angle 
control commands are learned by the ANN. This approach 
eliminates the complex kinematic and geometric calculations 
by transforming it into a mapping learnt in the ANN. The 
system is also adaptive to slight changes in the working 
environment or in the structure of the robotic manipulator. 
The feasibility and validity of the scheme are verified by 
computer simulations. 

Implementations of the system into industrial hardware 
and simulations of more complex situations are now under 
investigation. 
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